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Chair’s Message 
Sharon Reid 
Sharant 
GAGB Chair, 2018 

Summer!  Summer?  Yes summer!  

Near enough.  As we see the end 

of Spring and enter warmer and 

lighter days, I’ve noticed a sharp 

increase in emails both of new 

caches and ‘finds’ on my own —

how about you?  Which leads us 

to some of the topics in this 

edition. 

How seriously have you looked 

for permission to place a 

geocache?  Would you know 

where to start?  We provide you 

with some starters — we all 

promise we have permission, 

after all — so let’s find out how!  

The Tech Spot covers data 

roaming abroad and chirp 

caches.  Our product review  this 

time reviews a litter picker — 

great for Serious CITO 

Supremoes! 

And we go back to Belgium, visit 

Ohio, and take a look at the 

GAGB constitution and the 

accounts. I hope you enjoy that! 
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Select items £1 off! 

10% Discount 

5% Discount 
15% Discount 

10% Discount 

Members’ Discounts... 

5% Discount 

5% Discount 

5% Discount 

5% Discount 

Until June 15, GAGB are very happy to offer 
a special limited period discount on some of 
our shop items.  Take a look at our new 
clothing range, get yourself some practical 
geocaching items, and benefit from our 
limited-time offer on certain geocoins, too! 

Cotswold Outdoor offer GAGB members a 
15% discount. More detail and the discount 
code are available from the Members’ Chat 
section of the GAGB forums.  

Pulse72Geocaching are happy to offer  
GAGB members a 10% discount on their 
wide range of geocaching products — see 
www.pulse72geocaching.co.uk. 

The relevant discount code is available from 
the Members’ Chat section of the GAGB 
forums. 

Base of Tree geocaching supplies are happy to 
offer GAGB members a 5% discount on all 
geocaching supplies 

Visit their website for details, and obtain the 
relevant code from the Members’ Chat section 
of the GAGB forums. www.baseoftree.com 

GeocacheKit are pleased to be able to offer all 
GAGB members a 10% discount on all items on 
the website www.geocachekit.co.uk. Including 
geocoins, trackables, readymade caches and 
much more. 

The discount code is available from the 
Members’ Chat section of the GAGB forums. 

Geocache Land are happy to offer GAGB 
members a 5% discount on their wide 
range of  geocaching products — see 
www.geocacheland.com 

The relevant code is available from the 
Members’ Chat section of the GAGB forums. 

www.ukgeocachers.co.uk 

UK Geocachers are happy to offer GAGB 
members a 5% discount on their products. In 
order to obtain your discount, you need to 
email UKgeocachers and set up an account, so 
that the discount is applied to each order. 

NE GEOCACHING SUPPLIES are happy to offer 
GAGB members a 5% discount on their 
wide range of geocaching products — see 
www.negeocachingsupplies.co.uk. 

The relevant discount code is available from 
the Members’ Chat section of the GAGB 
forums. 

Geotees: For geocoins, travel bugs, caches and 
more. We can also have your own coins or tags 
made for you to your design. Please visit us at 
www.geotees.co.uk where GAGB members 
enjoy a 5% discount. To get your discount, 
open an account, then PM or email me 
(Mongoose39uk) through the GAGB website 
before you place your order. This only needs to 
be done once, the discount will then be applied 
to all future orders.  
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Have your Say 

We’re proposing that members approve 

changes to the constitution of the GAGB 

this year.  Take a look at the detailed article 

later on in this edition, and have your say 

before we send it out for a ballot of all 

members. 

The main changes are to allow the GAGB 

to get more directly involved in organising 

larger events—we’re quite limited at the 

moment, and yet geocachers—new and 

experienced—can benefit greatly from well

-organised events like our experimental 

Roving events.  We’re also tweaking the 

election process, making the Chair’s term 

be two years long, and introducing the 

‘GAGB Friends’ as a new tier of 

membership, intended for more active folk 

who want to help other geocachers more 

directly.   

Take an interest, take a look, and please 

help us to get this right. 

Committee Changes 

Since the last Seeker, Adam Redshaw 

(UKCacheMag), has resigned from the 

Executive Committee, and told us that the 

direction GAGB is going in doesn’t match 

his vision.  Adam has been a committee 

member since 2013 and we’ll miss his ideas 

and presence at events, as well as his 

highly successful Roving events. We wish 

him well in his new commercial ventures! 

Wet Weather Caching? 

Take pity on our poor geocache owners this 

season.  It’s been a really wet Spring in 

some parts of the country, and some of our 

geocaches may well be a bit soggy or need 

some TLC.  If you take along a ‘micro towel’ 

or some paper napkins, why not help 

things along by doing your own bit of 

cache maintenance as you go—cache 

owners really do appreciate it when simple 

drying out and junking of soggy messes are 

cleaned up by wandering geocaching elves, 

and it often motivates them to go out and 

do some more themselves, too — we all 

benefit!   

If a geocache really can’t be rescued by 

simple TLC, though, please don’t ‘throw 

down’ a new container without the cache 

owner’s permission — drying out is fine, 

but serious maintenance should always be 

done by the cache owners.  Why not pop a 

‘Needs Maintenance’ log on the cache 

page, instead? 

Gnome Games 

GAGB attended the Gnome Games again.  

It was very sunny and lots of fun for all the 

family.  We had a successful day and thanks 

to everyone that played our map game. 

News Round-up 

GAGB Clothing 

Wear us—but don’t wear us out!  Our online 

shop now has a fine range of GAGB-

embodied tops, in a range of suitable 

colours, sizes and styles.  Go find out more 

at  gagb.org.uk/prestashop.   

Shop Accounts 

Due to GDPR rules, GAGB can only keep 

shop accounts where we have your express 

permission to remember you — watch out 

for emails asking your permission to allow 

us to do so.  If we don’t hear from you, we’ll 

have to delete your account—don’t worry 

you can always set up a new one! 

https://www.gagb.org.uk/prestashop/
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Summer is Coming 

Ok so the winter months 
have passed and the snow 
has melted so it’s time to get 
those walking boots on and 
head out caching again. 

Following on from his rather 
optimistic reasons why 
geocaching in winter is 
great, Grahamthegray helps 
us understand why 
geocaching in summer is so 
great, too... 

1  The weather is warm or 

warmer so you are not 

freezing when going out for that 

circular, and you don’t take hours to 

warm up when back home 

2  The weather again – No 

snow to add that extra level 

of difficulty to either finding clues or 

actually finding the container. 

3  The weather yet again – put 

away the woolly gloves and get 

those tiny, fiddly geocaches,  Have 

you ever tried to extract a nano with 

them on? Your fingers perish when 

you take them off then you lose a 

glove. Warm hands can extract the 

log without turning bright pink. 

4  The weather once more.. all 

that heat from the sun dries 

out those muddy fields that were up 

to your knees in mud (or snow!) 

5  The longer days – that extra 

light gives you more time to 

get those caches that have a longer 

walk, or how about caching after 

work if you have a 9-5 job?  Great! 
Nearest geocache: To Hell and Back (photo by Team Mojo 

https://gagb.org.uk/uploads/Seeker/seeker33.pdf#page=19
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6  Touch screens start working!  

It’s amazing how warm fingers 

can use them so much more easily.  

Just don’t drop them in the sea. 

7  Warmer water – now I’m not 

saying the water is warm in the 

British Isles but at least it’s not got 

ice floating on it for those water 

caches. 

8  Animals – for those animal 

lovers the fields are abound 

with bovine creatures as well as 

sheep, horses, lamas, goats, geese 

and the British wildlife emerges too, 

all those wondrous  creepy crawlies, 

flies, midges, butterflies and watch 

out for snakes basking in the sun. 

9  Flora – as well for those nature 

lovers the countryside 

emerges from the winter months 

with many wild flowers blooming 

throughout the summer adding a 

splash of colour to the countryside 

10  Warm weather means 

you don’t have to wear 

multiple layers so it makes it easier to 

reach those harder to reach caches or 

wade through water to get that tricky 

cache. 

11  There are some 

downsides nettles, 

Nearest geocache: Harbour Cove - GC39E4V (photo by emmakeeling) 



 

 

Thank you to everyone who entered our photo competition, 'Cache with a View'. We received 57 valid entries.  

Congratulations to all the winners.  

 The judges used our guidelines and criteria to pick our winners – it was a ‘blind’ judging, with the submitter not known by the judges until after the 

judging was finished.   

 The main criterion was that we wanted a new website masthead – so something that not only looked great but fitted the webpage and could take 

our logo well.   

 Other criteria, as per the guidelines, were that it ideally had a view of or was near to a UK geocache, and judges took these into account, as well as if 

they simply liked the photo!  Editing, filters, and other post-production enhancements were allowed. 
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All of his photos would have won a prize, but it’s only 1 prize each. 

This shows how to win a photo comp with a great eye for location 
and good understanding of the guidelines. This was taken with 
just a Galaxy 6 phone. 

This is perfect for the website, and is different to the old one (a 
tor).  We’ve edited and added our logo, but it’s the best entry for 
the job—a case of perfectly meeting the ‘brief’! 

Torture - GC7A6ZH  View across 3 cliffs bay, Gower—By Gareth Williams (welshman68) 

1st place 
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All three of Isaac’s photos on this page would have won a prize, but it’s only one prize per person. 

What an amazing photo!  Taken with a NIKON D7200, this shows us the value of having proper photographic equipment, as 
well as a great eye for composition and location. The judges all loved how a ‘normal’ scene like a tor with a view, and dark 
clouds, could look so good.  We tried it with our logo and it works well, however we do currently have a tor as our masthead. 

High Willhays, Dartmoor, the highest point south of the Brecon Beacons (nearest cache GCXNBN). By Isaac Ogden (Heartradio) 
2nd place 
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The following members of the 
committee kindly volunteered to 
be judges and were involved in the 
decision (submitting initial scoring 
via email and then donating a  
Friday evening to a long online  
debate to determine the winners 
from the shortlist).  
 Arthur (Leader) 
 Caz 
 Dominic 
 Graham 
 Sharon 
 Ant (non-voting admin!)  

Several of Jenn’s submitted photos would have won a prize, but it’s only one prize per per-
son. 

The photo, taken with a Finepix S9200, meets the needs of our website in terms of ability to 
crop and fit a wide scene, and our logo stands out nicely from the colours in the shot.  The 
contrast here is good and generally the judges just liked it as a representation of geocaching 

Cheviot Hills, Northumberland  (between GC1KZHD and GC1NRMJ ). By Jennifer Hill (JennTheFunkyRanger) 

3rd place 
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GAGB CITO Weekend 
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Our Annual CITO Weekend 15th & 16th September 2018: 

Start organising your GAGB2018 

In 2017 we coordinated and advertised events to make it the most successful “GAGB” 

Annual Weekend yet! There were 274 attended logs across 21 events that bore our name

– we estimate that over 500 individual people came along. The events were each smaller 

than in previous years but there were three times as many to choose from to attend. 

Hopefully we can make our 2018 Annual Weekend even BIGGER with more CITOs on the 

map - you're all welcome to organise one and we’ll help spread the work or help you sort 

things!  It’s best to start organising now. Take a look at Jamie Douglas’s article in Seeker 

Autumn 2016 (issue 30) for some advice and also our website. Let’s make it our best yet. 

In September every year the GAGB 

holds a special weekend event to 

encourage as many CITOs as possible. Cutting, Clearing & Cleaning 

10 
Photo by Ant Reid (Sharant) 

http://gagb.org.uk/uploads/Seeker/seeker30.pdf#page=17
https://www.gagb.org.uk/cito-host.php


 

 

Trackables 
But what’s the point of trackables? 

Some trackables are bought for the design. Some people use 

their trackables to log their personal mileage whilst out 

caching. Others collect the different designs available and let 

them be discovered at events. Some are personalised to their 

owners and may be a signature item they take with them 

everywhere whilst out caching – even a tattoo. Others may be 

used for travel bug races. The attraction is different for 

different people. Rare designs are sometimes considered 

valuable and may be kept by the owner to be discovered only 

at events. When you log each find and you ‘dip’ and place the 

trackable in geocaches and events, you can then track where 

and when the trackable has been around the world – it’s like a 

personal log. 

Trackables are a fun addition to the game as there is the 

challenge of trying to help them on their way to their next 

goal. It's often interesting to see the unique designs in the 

caches. Any trackable of a good design is a delight to look at 

and share with the caching community. Also any trackables 

moved will get that trackable icon listed on your profile as a trackable you 

have touched – some people collect these online icons as virtual art, too! 

First of all you need to decide what kind of trackable you are 

going to buy. This is because there is a wide selection available. 

The most common types of trackables are 

Geocoins, Travel Bug Dog Tags, clothes,  

Travel Hamsters, and Trackabulldogs! 

Trackables normally come with an 

activation code to allow you to 

activate them. In most cases if you 

don't have the activation code you can 

retrieve it from the geocaching.com 

website, go to the activate a trackable 

section of the website. Retrieve the 

code then proceed to the next step. 

Once you have retrieved your code go to activate the trackable 

section with the activation code. You will then receive a 

notification informing you that your trackable has successfully 

been activated.  

Once activated go to your trackable page by clicking on your 

profile section and clicking owned 

trackables. You can set your 

trackable’s mission, which can be any 

task you want to complete. 

After this your trackable is ready to use and be 

released into the wild, enjoy! 

Following the recent Geocoin Fayre it has come to our attention that 
some of our newer, less experienced geocachers don't know how to 
properly activate trackables. Having reviewed all of the back issues of 
Seeker Dominic Murray has realised that the subject has never been 
addressed, how on earth do new folk know how to activate a trackable?  

If you find this article useful, why not bookmark it for later, when you can share it with a new geocacher who asks you for help with trackables? 
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Bordering on  
the Ridiculous 

In 2016 I attempted to fill all regions in Belgium, get GC40 and find a 
cache in six countries in a day. Some of you may remember my   
article about this – for those that don’t, spoiler alert - I didn’t  
manage it.  That’s why I’m here again, reporting in! On a solo trip it 
was a tall order, and a series of unfortunate events meant I had to 
stop at five countries in a day. The following morning my mission 
had been to carry on to get GC40 and get the remaining Belgian  
regions, but a technical fail (I didn’t spot a filter on my GPS!  I’m  
calling that technical!) meant I had to abandon mission. 

I’d not had the chance to go back since, so when Sharon (Sharant) suggested a New 

Year’s trip I agreed. This then got postponed to a half term idea, so I cornered the 

Sharant family at an SOS event and we got the ferry tickets booked with their car 

number plate in the system, so there was no going back! 

This time we made it a longer trip, with the aims of getting GC40, all regions in  

Belgium, all cantons in Luxembourg, and getting a few regions in France , the  

Netherlands and Germany. With more time, surely I’ll get all my goals?  We also had 

our eyes on all those webcams in the Rhineland – so many!  And we decided to end – 

not start – the trip with 6 countries in a day, so we wouldn’t lose an hour going East. 
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By Jenn Hill (jennthefunkyranger) 

http://gagb.org.uk/uploads/Seeker/seeker28.pdf#page=4
http://gagb.org.uk/uploads/Seeker/seeker28.pdf#page=4


 

 

After a long drive from the Midlands and a 

Dover-Dunkerque ferry, we landed on French 

soil at 5pm, and instantly we were off, our first 

target being the only Belgian webcam - in 

Knokke Heist.  

The satnav didn’t make it easy  - several roads 

just were not on the map, so it was dark when 

we finally looped round and made it to 

Knokke Heist and the webcam via one-way 

streets and dead-ends.  It’s 7pm, it’s February, 

it’s dark, and it’s pretty cold – so we headed 

onto the beach of course! Did I say it was 

cold?  It really was chuffing cold, even for a 

Yorkshire lass like me, and took Ant far too 

many minutes to work out how to get a 

screenshot of his phone’s view of the webcam 

and confirm the picture – whereupon we beat 

a hasty retreat back to the car and its heater, 

and onwards—to where?   

To a hotel?  Like sensible folk?  No – oh no, there are caches out there, aren’t there?  One in Zeeland in Holland, just over 

the border, then back to Belgium where we turned off the motorway for one in East Flanders.  Finally the satnav took us 

to our AirBnB in Turnhout, from where we both ordered a pizza and exhausted our entire stock of Euros in one go! 
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Day 1 



 

 

Sharon wanted to visit a town nearby called Baarle Hertog / 

Baarle Nassau that is an enclave of Belgium within the  

Netherlands, containing enclaves of the Netherlands in that 

point, which contain further Belgian enclaves… imagine a 

child has scribbled on the map and that’s the international 

border! This helped up our border count considerably, with  

relations between Sarah and Kieran ending up at a point 

where they were walking down opposite sides of the road in 

different countries, and the frequent question of “what  

country are we in now?”  We found an Aldi to stock up on 

chocolate, but they only took cash – thank god for the Euro, 

or that could have got really messy! 

Day 2 
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After our time in the crazy cross-hatched  

International fog of Baarle we headed south – en-

countered an Antwerp traffic jam of epic proportions 

and made Sharon bravely drive round the Brussels 

ring in a random direction, ticking off several more 

regions and requiring so much break-and-accelerate 

action that Sharon’s ankle got a real workout (ask 

her how’s the ankle when you see her next). We even 

popped in to France again to collect a region there, before we got to GC40. 

A short walk through the snow and the stickouflage was clear to see, we 

prised the cache up from the frozen ground and celebrated as we signed our 

name in the oldest geocache in mainland Europe with a frozen pen using 

frozen fingers. It was a double celebration for Sharant as it was their 10 000th 

find. Then it was on through Luxembourg region of Belgium, picking up a 

cache that meant that I collected my final Belgian region and I now have 

them all! We carried on into and across Luxembourgish Luxembourg, drove 

over winding hills on narrow and snow-infested lanes to Vianden and to our 

home from home for the next few days. 

Each of these lines is an international border! 



 

 

After a 2-minute diversion over into France to pick 

up another region, then another German region 

Saarland, it was at this point that “Ant-nav” took 

over, and became unstuck. Instead of taking me on-

to the Autobahn very briefly so that we could then 

turn into the westbound services to grab a cache, 

Ant directed me to drive his car up a tiny lane, un-

der the motorway, and into a vineyard! Anyway, 

with a quick change of plans, I stayed with the car 

while Sharant hopped over a fence and down a 

bank into the Eastbound services instead, coming 

back with another German region ticked!   

Creative, at least, and a great hide. 

This was our first day exploring Luxembourg (though Ant had seen 

flashes of sheer cliff and terrifying empty air in headlights the previ-

ous evening while driving, we felt that didn’t count). We headed south 

down towards Schengen, snaking in and around to pick up project 

GC’s rather odd definition of the regions in Luxembourg. 

On a trip like this the ability to be able to cross borders easily and without checks is so important, and would 

have been far trickier – and slower - with border checks, so why not head to the place that made all of this 

possible – the town of Shengen? It was bitterly cold when we got there so we sat in the museum café, some 

of the team drank local wine, and we had lunch whilst solving a puzzling multi in the warmth.  We grabbed a 

cache on a sculpture that celebrated the EU - then I got behind the wheel of Sharant’s car (whilst avoiding a 

humongous swan determined to let me not drive), and we headed off over another border to get the multi  

final. The first time I’ve done a multi where the icon is in one country and the final in another! Eh? 

Day 3 

We carefully decided to follow the signposts this time and headed west on Luxembourg’s only motorway,  

picking up more regions, including one of our only DNFs of the trip where all we found was a huge can of mo-

tor oil… er, let’s find another cache!  We also had a stop off in Dudelange (“Long Dude”?) to pick up one of the 

new virtuals, plus a really cool cache in a nearby bar where people sat drinking while we were investigating the  

various objects in the window, working out which of the containers in it contained the log.  Nice cache! 

Our last stop of the day was in Diekirch, where, 

fittingly, the cache we found was at the church. 

This seemed to be the only place for miles around 

that had a supermarket and restaurants, so we 

did both. 

Back at our home from home we worked out 

which regions we’d got and which we still need-

ed, and realised that we’d accidentally missed a  

region – oh no!  Our careful planning had come 

unstuck with the canton/district/county/region 

borders being unmarked, so a detour the  

following day was declared necessary. 
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Day 4 

We started off the day heading back down familiar roads – or at least crossing fa-

miliar roads at familiar crossroads -  for a cache in Grevenmacher, the region 

we’d add dentally missed, with a seemingly standard cache actually giving us 

great views, along with a sign sternly warning us to “retrograde our speed”. 

Heading back down the hill Ant made sure to follow the sign and duly  

retrograded his speed, before we headed off to visit Luxembourg’s answer to 

Easter Island for another virtual, then over to Luxembourg City. 

Over lunch I guessed where the final of the nearby multi was, so headed off and 

with a bit of speaking nicely in French had the code to get into it. We then  

explored the city, 12 years after I’d previously been there, 23 years after Sharant 

had done a day trip here, and it was every bit as pretty as we all remembered! 

Sharon and Kieran went off to do the very long wherigo but they ran out of time, 

but we still picked up an Earthcache and several others, before heading north.   

We really enjoyed messing about where Luxembourg, Belgium and Germany 

meet, where the junior members of Sharant tested how quickly you can get 

through three different countries (9 seconds), followed by a long discussion 

about which country we were actually in when we left Luxembourg, (Belgium, 

but the German speaking region of Sankt Vith), then another region in Belgium 

which involved exploring a disused subway tunnel in a snowy field. 

We  then drove on up to Monschau to grab another webcam in the dark! Our original plan had been to pick up as many 

webcams as possible, as Germany has loads still active, but at this point we officially abandoned that ‘stretch goal’  

I’d recommend visiting Monchau in the day – and when it’s warmer – but it was pleasant enough as it was. Bring cash – the 

cards weren’t accepted (again!) – the lovely little place that tested my rusty German did not have a working card reader, so 

myself and Sharon had to head out to find cash. Yes, cash this time and not a cache. We mad ethsi harder by getting the  

German directions wrong, we were lost in Monschau, and Ant (hostage back in the restaurant) texted the co-ords of the cash 

machine and then also of the restaurant to help us. A D5 multi cash!? Just the one final day left—our major six-in-a-day event! 

Did Jen get  6-countries- 
in-a-day?   

Find out… on page 20 
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The Constitution of the GAGB 

“Objects”  

In the UK, a charity has to have so-

called ‘objects’ – a special legal term 

that defines the purpose of the 

organisation.  While GAGB is not a 

charity, we are not-for-profit and our 

association still has purposes, but we 

would like to amend these.  If the 

GAGB executive exceed the 

Association’s “objects”, then the 

Association cannot fund these 

activities, and this limits what we feel 

brave enough to do. 

What is the change? We’re adding 

the ability to organise events, and to 

invite commercial enterprises to such 

events. 

Why make this change? We’ve been 

trying out GAGB Roving Events at a 

small scale and we think we know 

what makes them different.  But we 

can’t pay for the site, we can’t invite 

stalls from geocaching-related shops, 

and we can’t even have a bar in the 

same room or help out other events if 

they want our logistical support.  Let’s 

change that. 

Membership 

What is the change? We’re inventing 

tiers of membership – most notably 

the ‘Friends’ tier, and better defining 

what we mean by ‘inactive’ and 

‘founder’ members as well.  

Why make this change? “Friends” 

are intended to be highly active 

members who help geocachers in 

different ways – helping get new land 

agreements, helping large 

organisations get going with 

geocaching, helping GAGB do certain 

specialist things like publish Seeker, 

and so on.  It’s an attempt to take the 

randomness out of asking for help, 

and create a sense of community 

among geocachers who also like to 

help the wider community.  Standing 

for election and attending long 

meetings where policy is discussed 

isn’t everyone’s cup of tea, so let’s 

have a tier of membership for that. 

We are also adding a point here about 

how to cease being a member!  It 

needs to be easy for a member to tell 

us they are not interested and want us 

to delete their personal data.  We’re 

putting that in the constitution. 

Executive Committee 

Membership 

We have nine members of our 

executive – the Chair plus eight others 

elected annually. 

What is the change? We’ve better 

defined how to remove an executive 

member or Chair, and added 

safeguards in case of any disputes.  

We’ve better defined how to fill any 

vacancies and how long those un-

elected people stay on the executive 

(ie until the next election).  We’re 

making the Chair’s term of office be 

two years. 

Why make this change? We think 

that a Chair should be committed for 

two years, not just one, and are 

making the change to the term of 

office to match that – in practice no 

Chair has served just one year 

anyway.  While we do that, we’ve 

noticed that it’s ambiguous how a 

Chair would be removed or replaced, 

so we’re making the constitution 

Following on from the article in the last Seeker, the committee have now 

released a draft new constitution for member consultation.  What are the 

key changes, and what are we trying to achieve here?  Ant takes us 

through the logic and debate.  
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https://gagb.org.uk/uploads/Seeker/seeker34.pdf#page=13


 

 

 

more solid about the process and rights 

here for both chair and executive 

member.  We’ve been lucky to not have 

any disputes or arguments about this to 

date – there’s currently no right of 

appeal and it could have got noisy.   

Meetings 

The executive can meet and talk about 

the GAGB, but currently no one else can 

be involved in such meetings.   

What is the change?  A) To allow 

general member meetings – if and 

when desired. B) Also, we’re changing 

some wording to allow meetings to 

happen when a ‘majority’ of the exec 

are present, as opposed to a fixed 

number of five. 

Why make this change? A) To clearly 

allow us to discuss the GAGB itself at 

real events and involve members.  We 

hope that this will help the GAGB to 

evolve more dynamically in future. B) 

Previously it assumed that the exec will 

always be nine members, which would 

make things tricky after multiple 

resignations.  

Elections 

Currently inactive and non-members 

are defined as not having logged into 

the website (ie forum) for 3 years, prior 

to September 30.  We’ve had a few 

complaints about how this. 

What is the change?  Inactivity is now 

defined as interacting with the GAGB, 

which could be through all sorts of 

means.  Clearly logging into the forum 

is the easiest, but it makes it easier to 

appeal any misunderstanding now.  

We’re removing the September 30th 

definition, but if you are still inactive 

when nominations open then you can’t 

nominate someone.  You can still vote if 

you ‘reactivate’ (or join as new) right up 

to a day before the election starts. 

We’re also formally banning exec 

members from nominating each other 

and others. 

Why make this change? Historically 

election time is when GAGB gets the 

most engagement in social media, and 

it’s predominantly negative!  Quoting 

the rulebook isn’t a good enough 

excuse -let’s change the rulebook to 

keep with the times, and let’s not make 

people log in to an antiquated forum in 

order to prove they are active.  New 

members still need to ‘join’ through our 

website, of course, but if otherwise 

‘inactive’ members can show they have 

interacted with us in the last three years 

– eg by downloading Seeker, emailing 

us, using our social media channels – 

then that should be sufficient evidence 

to allow them to be re-classed as active 

again. 

Other minor changes 

We’re changing ‘chairman’ to be ‘Chair’, 

we’ve reduce the number of times we 

repeat something, we’ve changed some 

uses of ‘should’ to be ‘shall’, we want 

people to declare any relevant clashing 

interests not just financial ones, we’ve 

introduced a minimum age for the 

executive committee, and we’ve done 

some consolidation lie moving election 

clauses into the right place, and the 

same with clauses related to the Chair 

as an officer.  Finally, we’re changing 

our annual accounting year to end in 

the Autumn – to allow us to present 

annual accounts at re-election time. 

Debates: 

Should we change the voting method? 

Committee Members—2-year terms? 

Can “inactive members” be co-opted? 

UK or GB? Let’s discuss... 
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The third of the GAGB National Park 

geocoins features Dartmoor, to 

celebrate the UK annual roving Mega 

event being held in Devon this year. 

The image on the coin is the Great 

Staple Tor on Dartmoor.  The standard 

antique gold coins are available to 

purchase for £14 on our online shop, 

along with our limited edition antique 

bronze version at just £18 while 

stocks last.  Other GAGB merchandise 

is also available, & we accept cards, 

bank transfer or PayPal. 

Visit gagb.org.uk/prestashop/ 

GAGB National Park Geocoins 

https://www.gagb.org.uk/forums/showthread.php?6086-Constitution-Changes-2018&p=83119
https://www.gagb.org.uk/prestashop/
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Caching Equipment 

Review 

The Ranger  Litter Picker 

Professional 

At this time of year CITOs are a big 

thing thanks to the keep Britain tidy 

campaign and is a good way to 

preserve the natural beauty of cache-

friendly spaces. As such I've decided 

to review the Ranger Litter Picker and 

its suitability for caching. 

The device is black handled with 

a reflex action, a cover on 

the side to help with 

reflex action and black 

caps on the points to 

help pick up litter. They 

come in a wide range of 

colours.  

The Ranger  Litter Picker Professional 

can pick up almost any kind of litter 

from bottles to cans and is incredibly 

versatile.  

What makes it suitable for CITOs:  

It is a robust litter picker and can be 

used easily whilst wearing gloves and 

other safety equipment. It is easy to 

use and can also be used for removing 

litter from ponds and trees. It has a 

good reflex action and is the product 

is widely used by professional 

Countryside Rangers as well as 

geocachers. 

Why is better than some other types 

of Litter picker? 

The Ranger Litter Picker Professional 

has a much wider field of scope for 

litter picking than most other types of 

Litter picker. 

Suitability for caching 5 out of 5  

 

Editor’s note: this is a personal review.  

GAGB have no commercial interests in 

these reviews, we do not receive any 

compensation in any way, and we ask  

our reviewers to assure us of the same. 

If you have any suggestions or opinions on 

this or any other topic, please feel 

welcome to discuss via our social media 

channels or contact us 

gagbcontact@gagb.org.uk.  If you have a 

product that you’d like to review for 

Seeker, get in touch with 

editor@gagb.org.uk.   



 

 

Lux It took time, pain au chocolate, and tea, but we finally got going that morning to find our cache for Luxembourg.  I knew this was going to be an easy one, as it was 

actually at the end of the garden – we’d saved it specially. But we hadn’t actually checked it out while staying there and a thorough search brought up nothing—except 

some snow and branches.  Even after Sharon climbed up the cliff, the tree, and then got so stuck she decided to keep climbing, all we had was some muddy trousers!  

But in the end we had to concede defeat and move on. Driving out of Vianden heading North-east, we tried another cache, only to have to DNF that too! Really not a 

good start to our mission. Luckily for us cache no3 was an easy find and a fantastic view, and we were on our way into Germany for a puzzle cache Ant had worked out 

back in Britain. 

DE This time it was a road closure that thwarted us , and we had to go for plan B. Which was a very snowy field, no obvious sign of a footpath and a biting-

ly cold wind, until Sharon found it & country #2!  Finally – but how will we ever make the ferry at this rate!?  We bombed it up the German roads, and fol-

lowed the satnav across Belgium, and up to the Dutch border near Maastricht. 

NL “Why are we here, Sharon…?” – as we arrived at a crematorium!  Sharon 

rolled the car up to the front entrance of the building, and across the tiles, as Ant got a tad  

worried about an argument the previous day… I thought action speaks louder than words and 

jumped out for a really quick find. 15 minutes later we were back in Belgium. 

BE “Um, another one, Sharon?”  Here we soon had another cache in a different kind of  

location completely – a barrow burial chamber! “We’ve got a theme going on here,” thought 

Ant, a little worriedly… Still, this was Limburg, this was officially a Belgian cache and also the fi-

nal Belgian region for Sharant – another challenge completed!  

Over lunch we pondered our next move, and at Sharon’s request - instead of heading over  

towards Oostende and the direct route back to the ferry we added 90 minutes to our journey & 

headed due south into the Picardy region. I just quietly wondered if we’d make the ferry.   
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Continuing our trip report—on the final day, the Ranger &  

Sharant were aiming for one remaining challenge – can they 

get all 6 countries in one day? It’s a tale of planning,  

mistakes, unexpected failures, and improvisation.  We pick up 

our tale in Vianden, with a house full of sleepy Sharants... 

GC517TR  



 

 

TLDR?  Many people find reading long stories just too much like hard work. In the interest of keeping with the times, our 

editor is  proud to bring you a condensed version of this 6-countries-in-a-day saga, in that most modern of languages—emojis!  

I’m sure you’ll agree that the soul of the entire story is to be found here, and I hope that you appreciate the effort it took to 

render this accurately—well worth it if it saves you time.  Just know that I’m thinking of all you who are thinking “TLDR”…   
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FR This one was very fitting - right on the border, outside the old custom’s post (see the photo on p13)! While it looked like geographically it was in Belgium it was listed as 

being in France, so good enough for us.  After this it was a brief stop to pick up wine at a hypermarket, with Ant being threatened by security for not buying a carrier bag – 

his disdain for authority seemed to go down well, though, and we got away without the bag police intervening - and then the long run to Dunkerque for our ferry. 

UK Or were we? As we were waiting to board I noticed the wind had picked up. And no sooner had we left the harbour the ferry started rolling, with waves reaching the 

height of the top floor! After a short while, though, we saw Dover close by… but it was too soon? Is it Calais? Sea too rough? But the coast is on the wrong side of the boat.  

Where are we?  Out came the satmaps and we soon saw that it was Dunkerque again! What…? Then an announcement asking for a coach driver to report to reception. Ru-

mours started flying about, but Ant let curiosity get the better of him, and went and asked – so much for disdain for authority, eh? It was a medical emergency, France was 

nearest so back we came. So we sat and watched as the French ambulance pulled up and soon it was on board. And we waited. And waited. And waited,  

stealing coffee and wondering if we were going to make it back before midnight. Finally, the blue lights showed up, the ramps went back up, off we went again. 

UK take 2 By now, the wind had died down, and we sailed over to Dover without incident, docking more than two hours late at around 11pm  UK time – we can still 

do this!  I know that’s after midnight in Luxembourg but it’s fine!  We left the port, headed west, and got out the phone to find the nearest roadside cache. Ant dived down 

a dark lane, pulled up by a dark hedge, and kicked me out of the car.  Sharon and I ran over the road in the bitter cold to hunt, while Ant looked online for a backup plan.  

But never fear – we found it quickly, signed the log and celebrated as we finally got our UK cache in hand, with just 30 mins left to go until midnight. Talk about cutting it 

fine! 

Success! In 5 days, we managed 49 border crossings, 1,500 miles, 6 countries, 2 with all regions, 2 webcam caches in different countries, many virtuals, a Jasmer for 

Sharant at the 10,000 milestone and for me another Jasmer back home in England. It’s a brilliant challenge – Luxembourg is surprisingly cheap and very pretty, even in 

Dover…? 

Calais…? 

Nope—Dunkerque again! 



 

 

               

Difficulties 
Some countries are easy – Ireland, Germany, the US, and so on have highly defined regions or states, and you can easily see what is where.  

Some countries are tricky – like the UK – but at least if you know which county is in which region (see the map here), you can work it out within 

reason.  Some countries – for example Luxembourg, Gibraltar - are virtually impossible!  Sometimes GSAK is the only way to map things  

properly –it has an ability to work out which actual county a geocache is in, using magic, I think – and that probably means taking a laptop with 

you on your trip to double-check what you’ve achieved as you go.  That’s just for the serious checkbox-tickers, I think! 

How to plan your “all regions in a country” Trip 
Your profile can display maps of which regions you’ve completed in different countries.  If you are the sort of 

person who doesn’t like gaps on their maps, planning to ‘bag’ a geocache in a region as you pass through is 

something that’s worth the time it takes to plan.  More extreme folk go out of their way to get at least one 

geocache in every region – here we discuss various ways of making the planning easier and the trip go better 

Using ProjectGC (members) 

Project GC will help – it contains maps of 

different regions and shows you where 

you’ve been and where you have not.  If 

you link it to your account on  

geocaching.com you’ll get access to tons 

of data, and can generate the maps for 

your profile.  Use the amps to identify the 

name of the regions you need, and use the 

maps to plot an efficient route as well – 

looking for those odd nooks of regions 

that might jut into another and save you a 

few extra miles… 

Using GSAK (‘nag’ware) 

The Geocaching Swiss-Army Knife is a 

powerful Windows database app that you 

can run for free but (it nags you to buy it).  

Using GSAK you can import and filter all 

the geo- caches where 

you are go- ing, and find 

those spe- cial ones that 

you need – it’s for people 

who like lists, filters, and number crunch-

ing, and you can link it to a map pro-

gramme (like Magic Map) or generate 

Pocket Queries to import into your own 

software (for example on your mobile  

device) to visualize the plan. 

Using Pocket Queries  

(premium members only) 

If you know the names of the regions, you 

can create a pocket query for each region, 

and then you can select options (like low 

terrain or difficult, active, and so on) to  

reduce the number of caches you find.  

Eventually you will want to settle on at 

minimum two per region (like with the 

Royal Family, always have a “spare”!) and 

build a bookmark list with just what you 

want.   

Alternatively, start with a route and build 

your pocket query from that – you can 

draw the route on the map and then  

restrict the search to be very near to the 

main road.  For some, that’s not as much 

fun as picking the best geocaches, but that 

depends what you are after, doesn’t it? 
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Using the website & the map (anyone) 

If you are not a premium member and don’t 

pay Project GC some money, your choice of 

geocaches is drastically reduced, and you 

can’t filter the map either!  

Switch to the ‘OpenStreetmap’ 

view – you may have to use ‘set 

map preferences’ to choose ‘Leaf 

maps’ to see that – and you’ll see country, 

county and region borders—they are differ-

ent types of purple lines. This can help you 

work out what is where, but always double-

check in the geocache itself, as the profile 

map generator uses whatever is set, not real 

life, to tell. 



 

 

The GAGB 
Wearing 
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We’ve got you covered!  From T-shirts to Polos to Hoodies, and in a variety of colours, why not wear the 

GAGB this year?  All sales raise funds for us—and for you, since members own the GAGB! -  
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We now have a range of clothing in adult and children's sizes. 

GAGB hoodies, zipped hoodies, t-shirts and polo shirts. 

They can be personalised with your caching name and a trackable code. 

Take a look online at www.gagb.org.uk/prestashop/.  Prices range from £10 to £29. 

https://www.gagb.org.uk/prestashop/
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GAGB run our accounting year from Apr-Mar.  The formal accounts are fully posted to our forum 

when they are audited, but here’s some highlights. 

What did we spend our funds on? 

9% of our funds went on ‘Operations’ - the voicemail service, website & domain, and to raise funds (such 

as map prizes and so on) as well as posting GAGB items between committee members when needed.  

75% of our spending was ‘investment’ in the National Park coin series – our biggest fund raiser. 

It’s worth noting that 16% of the year’s spending was on the Devon mega event – this was in the form of 

sponsorship, passing on sales of Devon’s own merchandise, and the experimental printed Seeker 

magazine. 

One item missing this year was in stock purchasing (ignoring the coins).  GAGB carry a stock of useful 

items for geocachers – the labels with out phone number, the patches, the pencils, and so on.  We did not 

need to refill this stock this year, but expect that to come back next year. 

We cover our costs 

At the end of the year we had £177.39 more than at the start of the year – 

so we’re not massively growing our funds, nor are we using them up. 

Isn’t it all 

about the 

Numbers? 
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Operations

Mega Fund Raising

NP Coin Series

Where did our funds come from? 

As always, the Summer Mega Events bring the most funds.  We really do need and appreciate help from GAGB Friends 

here -  being on the stall, running the games, helping to chat and explain while others sell (mainly the coins!) and raise 

funds.  With 61% of our funds coming from the Summer Mega Events, these are key for us.   

Web sales are a growing source of funds for us – mostly the coins, but also the labels, pencils, patches, etc.  We’ll be 

extending our rage of items in our shop this year, so we hope to see this element grow. 

The Kent Mega is a surprising entry here – a brilliant 12% was raised from our friends in the South East and we truly 

thank you all – locals and visitors.  Their Stall Hall is always great, and we’ll miss this chance to raise funds in 2018. 

Roving Events (at 7%) is new – we like these events and we don’t see them as fund-raising – they are to help new 

geocachers meet experienced folk and share info and tips on cache finding, hiding, everything!  This is a mix of sales, 

donations, and games, and it’s great to see this from events under our own control, too. 

It’s also lovely to see ‘Donations’ making an appearance at 2% - THANK YOU to the kind folk who donated via our online 

system.  All donations are welcome, and these – which come out of the blue – are really nice to see! 

61%

2%

19%

7%

12%

Fund Raising

Summer Mega Events Donations Web Sales

Roving Events Kent Mega Event

https://www.paypal.com/donate?hosted_button_id=T3TNVY7SY5SBG&source=url
https://www.paypal.com/donate?hosted_button_id=T3TNVY7SY5SBG&source=url


 

 

Mega and Giga - a Tale of Two Events 
IFF—A Mega in Belgium 

During the weekend of 10th – 13th may you'll find 

many geocachers making the trip over to  

Flanders, in Belgium, to enjoy the IFF Mega Event 

in Zonnebeke. The main theme is to encourage 

and celebrate the different nationalities of  

geocachers. So that’s four days with countless  

activities taking place in Flanders fields. 

Starting on Thursday May 10th, the Welcome 

Event (GC7FQZA) is in the afternoon and in the 

evening there will be a guided walk through the 

Polygon Wood, with a gripping war story. 

Friday evening’s going to be noisy! – Gig night 

(GC7FQYX) with live performances by Wh!plash 

and Bugsy Travels & The Ammo Boxes. 

Saturday is Mega day (GC743MH) 

Doors open at 9am. The organisers 

promise delicious meals, refreshing 

drinks, cozy walks, and special geo-

related shopping, with workshops for 

kids, climbing and lots of new caches.  

Sunday’s CITO (GC7FQYW) in the  

Flanders Field will bring the focus back 

to nature, and be a fitting way to say 

‘goodbye’. 

All IFF events are free entrance (no fee) 

except the €1 guided walk on Thursday. 

There is space for campers and nearby 

parking. https://www.iff-event.be/ 

Geowoodstock- a Giga in Ohio 

From May 23-27, GeoWoodstock in 

Ohio will be home to the USA’s first GI-

GA event.   

The once and future ‘biggest’? 

Back in 2003 it was the first-ever mega 

event, and who knows, maybe this year 

it’ll once again take the title of the  

biggest geocaching event to date?  

Plenty of British geocachers are going, 

are you too?   

This is a free event, and yet like all large 

events in the US there’s several optional 

attendance fees to gain access to some 

areas or get some benefits – a bit like 

our ‘supporters packs’ in the UK.  100% 

of the reports I’ve had from people who 

paid extra in the past said it’s worth  

doing, but it’s your choice – the main 

event remains free. 

The organisers are very proud to have 

sorted discounted tickets to lots of local 

attractions, too – like the main location 

itself -the Coney Island Amusement 

Park (no, not the one in New York!), as 

well as their local zoo, baseball games, 

big-name music gigs, and more. 

Rollup—rollup, pay the game! 

One particular speciality of  

Geowoodstock are the geocaching 

prize games – a bit like geocaching-

themed side shows at a fun fair, you buy 

a ticket and try to win a good prize, only 

this is America so it’s all scaled up to 

‘wow’ proportions! 

Practicalties 

To find out some advice on cheap 

flights, mobile phone rates, what  

tipping is in America, where the best 

caches will be, and so on, there’s a Fa-

cebook group especially for you – 

search for “UK to GeoWoodstock GIGA 

2018” and ask to join the group. 

Hungry…? 

One highlight might be the nearby so-

called ‘donut trail’ geotour – if you can 

stomach it.  Pace yourself…  
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https://www.iff-event.be/
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Tech Spot 

   

 From the homepage, on the left 

scroll down to find ‘Premium 

Tools’ and select ‘Build Pocket 

Queries’ 

 On the ‘Your Pocket Queries’ 

page, select ‘Create a new Query’  

 Give this new query a name, 

perhaps ‘Chirps’ 

 Scroll down about four times to 

the section ‘Attributes to Include’ 

 Select the ‘wireless beacon’ icon 

(near the end of the list, 

about 10th from last): 

 Set some other criteria, 

such as distance from your home, 

a region to search in, or suchlike, 

and then click ‘Submit 

Information’ 

This gives you a list of all the wireless 

beacon caches in that area – I have 74 

within 100 miles of my home.  Double 

check the page listing  - sometimes 

COs set these wrong, sometimes it 

isn’t a chirp, and so on.  But it’s the 

best way to find a chirp cache. 

How do I make it work? 

It’s so simple it’s hard to explain… 

with the software running (eg on your 

GPS unit, turn it on, or on your phone 

open the software) walk into the 

range of the chirp.  Your device then 

shows the message – usually new 

coordinates just like a multi cache.  

That’s it – sorry, I don’t know how else 

to describe it.  Give it a go! 

Data Roaming in Europe  
Until we leave the EU, all UK mobile 

phone users benefit from the EEA’s 

mobile roaming rules – so no extra 

charges for making calls, sending 

texts, or using data while in an EEA 

country – that’s the 28 EU countries 

plus Iceland, Norway and 

Liechtenstein (but not Switzerland!).  

So – you can use your UK data 

allowance (or rates) and benefit from 

the network coverage of any 

of those 30 European 

countries without any 

worries about surprise 

charges – and you don’t have 

to miss that geocache 

around the corner any more!  

And, for example, when in 

Belgium you can phone a 

Belgian restaurant and you’ll 

just pay whatever you would 

have if in the UK phoning for a 

takeaway. 

But there’s a few details to be aware 

of: 

Near a border – if your phone picks up 

a non-EEA network – for example if 

you are near Switzerland, Turkey, and 

so on), make sure your phone is 

picking up the EEA/EU network and 

not one from outside the area. 

If you live abroad or work there a lot– 

technically ‘most’ of the time in a 4-

month period – then the roaming 

agreement doesn’t apply.  It also may 

not if between countries, as this 

doesn’t apply to ship-board services 

(or plane-based, etc).  It only applies 

to the normal land-based networks. 

It’s still better to use wifi – why use up 

your data allowance if you don’t have 

to?  Brexit may stop this – nobody is 

telling us either way!   

How to find a Chirp Geocache 

Chirp geocaches use tiny, low-

powered wireless beacons to make a 

geocache more interesting to find.  

Let’s find out about the technology 

and how they work, as well as what 

you need to find them. 

Technology 

The Garmin Chirp uses technology 

called ANT+, which you may also find 

in fitness apps and health monitoring.  

Garmin’s own handheld GPS units 

often come Chirp-ready, and many 

Android phones also have the 

necessary hardware to support it – all 

you need to do is download an app 

(for example Chirp) and you can find 

Chirp caches. 

Finding Chirp caches 

If you are a premium member on 

geocaching.com then you can filter 

lists and do custom searches using 

attributes – some free apps also let 

you do this.  The easiest way is using a 

Pocket Query: 

Compatible devices: https://www.thisisant.com/directory/filter/~/64|60|57/~/~/  

Android apps that uss ANT+: https://www.thisisant.com/directory/filter/~/60/



 

 

Finding Permission 

Getting help 

If you are having problems getting 

finding the right person, ask us to 

help!  We’re here to advise you and 

might be able to help with finding the 

right people and progressing 

potential agreements.  Often a cache 

agreement can be helped by us 

providing a bit of support – involving 

‘the Association’ sometimes adds 

that respectability that you need! 

You should ensure that the 

landowners are supportive and 

informed prior to placement.  

“It's generally better to make enquiries 

at a local level, for example by 

approaching the Local Council, 

Highways of other department 

directly.”  

Look at Seeker autumn 2016 (issue 30) 

By Angie Brook and also our website. 

The GAGB continues to receive 

complaints about permission not 

being adequately sought for cache 

placement.  Sometimes it’s a farmer 

asking what on earth this is that a cow 

has tried to eat, or a neighbour 

worried about the badly parked cars 

suddenly spring up next to the hedge.   

If you want to place a cache, research 

is a key point of any cache ownership. 

Back in Seeker #30 we discussed why it’s  
important to ask for permission. Now let’s get 

practical, and talk about how you can ask. 
By Dominic Murray 
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On the next page you’ll find some 

specific advice to help you... 

Your local GAGB Friend may be able to 

offer some advice on where to begin to 

asking for permission relating to 

various areas near you.  The first step is 

the hardest.  Once a dialogue has been 

established and you have a named 

person it is then much easier to place 

caches in the area. 

http://gagb.org.uk/uploads/Seeker/seeker30.pdf#page=19
http://www.gagb.org.uk/hide-a-geocache.php
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Local Authority Land 

All land is owned.  So-called public 

land is often owned by your local 

authority.  If you’re looking for 

permission to cache on local authority 

land, ring their general enquiry line 

and ask to be put through to the 

person responsible for recreational 

use of the land. Sometimes you may 

talk to several different people before 

you find the right person to talk to.   

Private Land 

When talking to landowners try 

explaining the positives of geocaching 

and the benefits of the sport. This will 

often help progress an agreement 

much faster.  Take a look at GAGB’s 

website and quote where it will help – 

start at what-is-geocaching.php, and 

look at the guidelines too. 

Religious Land 

If speaking about potential cache 

placement to churches and similar 

organisations with sensitive locations 

be considerate of the environment 

and area - make special note of this 

on the cache page so that graves and 

other memorial features should not 

be disturbed. 

Owners’ restrictions 

When creating a new cache the 

landowners may have restrictions, for 

example no dogs or to protect the 

wildlife.  If this is the case ensure you 

plan your cache around the 

restrictions placed by the landowner.  

http://www.gagb.org.uk/what-is-geocaching.php


 

 

Piratemania 11 

July 27th-29th, 2018 

Dalby Forest, nr Pickering 

Always madcap fun—dozens of 

new geocaches in easy-to-walk 

locations, and plenty of fun 7 

games back at the main site.  

‘Undreds of pirates and the  

legendary Longest Raffle Draw 

in British Geocaching History.  

Come rain or shine, come  

missing marquee or battered 

beer tent, come Lab Caches or 

mud, it’s loads of fun and great 

for geocachers of all ages. 

GC7FWD6 
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British Mega Roundup 
Maybe Ohio is a bit too far or too large for you?  Or Flanders Field is not your cup of tea?  Well, you can find a 
nice cuppa right here in Britain, and we have two—yes two—mega events in England’s largest county this year. We’ve not 
had two mega events in the same county in the same summer since 2013, so  lets’ find out more about Piratemania and the 
Tenth Anniversary Year (11th Annual) Mega Event, which both happen to be in the middle of the country—the centre of the 
universe—yes you guessed it—Yorkshire! I hear they do nice beer, too... 

Tenth Anniversary 

Yorkshire 

July 30th-Aug 6th, 2018 

(Main event Sat Aug 4th) 

Newby Hall & Gardens , Rip-

on 

It’s ten years since Britain's 

first mega event in Harrogate, 

so for this eleventh Annual 

Mega Event (which is the 27th 

Mega Event in Britain) (are 

you keeping up with me?) 

we’re going back t’ Yorkshire 

and everyone’s welcome t’ 

God’s Own Country! 

There are a couple o’ events 

every day of the week, taking 

us t’ some great Yorkshire  

locations and giving us t’  

opportunity for unique  

geocaching experiences in so 

many ways it’s hard t’ know 

where t’ start! 

There’s an imp, a hornblower, 

a mega god and an open mic.  

We go underground, over-

ground, and visit a famous  

viaduct.  We can get to Ilkley 

Moor, bar cache?, and will the 

night cache terrorise us more 

than the Ukulele evening?  

There’s a Steel Drum band, 

some country-and-western, 

and of course we hope you 

catch crabs while with us!  Or 

will you “flash” in York—plenty 

do—but keep it clean, or we’ll 

send you to the CITO alone!  

Find out more... at 

http://mega2018.org.uk 

https://coord.info/GC7FWD6
http://mega2018.org.uk

